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AUTOMATICALLY CREATING AND MODIFYING
FURNITURE LAYOUTS IN DESIGN SOFTWARE
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PCT International Application No. PCT/CA2009/000190, filed on February 13,

2009, entitled "Creation And Modification of Valid Functional Design Layouts",
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Components and Wiring Intent in Design Software."

[0004] The entire contents of each of the aforementioned patent applications

and patent are incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Technical Field

[0005] The present disclosure relates generally to software used for

modeling and designing interior or exterior spaces.

2. Background and Relevant Art

[0006] As computerized systems have increased in popularity, so has the

range of applications that incorporate computational technology. For example,

architects and interior designers (or "designers") use a wide range of design software

for designing the aesthetic as well as functional aspects of a given residential or

commercial space. While conventional software design programs (e.g., computer-

aided design or CAD programs) offer significant benefits over rudimentary drafting,

they still nonetheless present various drawbacks.

[0007] For instance, conventional software design programs typically require

a designer to place components in a specific order, generally one component at a

time, or in a linear repetition of product assemblies. This can lead to various

inefficiencies if the designer desires to change or modify a design layout. For

example, if a designer desires to resize, change product lines, connect separate



assemblies, or otherwise reconfigure a design space, conventional software

programs require the designer to manually remove and replace the individual

components and connectors. One will appreciate that this process is time consuming

and does not leverage any pre-work performed earlier in the design phase.

[0008] Additionally, conventional design software typically has no little if

any product intelligence. In most cases, for example, the designer needs to provide

information regarding which products may be used together, how those products

behave together, and which connection components are required to secure the

products together. This often means that the designer needs to remember every part

and piece related to the products placed in the context of the layout. Thus, the

accuracy, speed of layout creation, and validity of layouts designed using

conventional design software are typically dependent upon the skill of the designer.

[0009] One will appreciate that conventional design software's dependency

upon the skill of the designer can lead to various mistakes and inefficiencies. For

example, typical design software can allow spaces to be fairly configurable to suit

the designer's design intent without specific regard in many cases to whether the

design will actually function or contain all of the necessary parts and components.

One will appreciate that even product experts can err when attempting to remember

all aspects of any particular component, and can fail to remember or identify a

component's relationships with respect to other parts of the layout. For example, a

designer may forget to include some of the connection components needed to attach

two products together or even use improper connection components.



[0010] One of the problems with many conventional design software

programs that can lead to the design of physically or functionally impractical

structures, is that many such design software programs allow for design only within

a space in flat, two-dimensional space or plan view. One will appreciate that

because plan views emphasize primarily only length and width from above, the

designer will either need to independently visualize the vertical relationship between

components, or will need to perform a separate three-dimensional rendering of the

design, if the software allows for such. Indeed, conventional design software

typically requires the designer to manually enter in the exact vertical coordinates at

which a component is to be placed. This often leads to a designer placing

components at incorrect vertical heights, or even vertically overlapping components.

[0011] To compound this drawback, the designer will often not detect the

vertical misplacement of components until after completing the design. For

example, the designer may use another program to produce a three-dimensional

rendering of a completed design layout. Upon reviewing the three-dimensional

rendering of the design layout, the designer may discover the vertically misplaced

components. Conventional design software typically requires changes to the design

layout or changes in component selection and placement to be made manually,

which often results in a complete rework to ensure the designer captures all of the

needed changes. For example, changing existing design layouts can involve not

only the manual placement of Components, but also various considerations related to

the changing of the walls, furniture, or other design components.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



[0012] Implementations of the present invention overcome one or more

problems in the art with systems, methods, and computer program products

configured to increase the accuracy, speed of creation, and validity of design

layouts, while also reducing dependency upon the skill of the user. For example,

one or more implementations of the present invention interpret the starting point and

direction of user input to select and configure an interconnection type between

components in the design space, and automatically populate all applicable

connectors and bracketry. Furthermore, implementations of the present invention

automatically associate product parameters and attributes to design components,

including all applicable connectors, rules, features, characteristics, and behaviors.

Based upon the components and their associated attributes and parameters,

implementations of the present invention can automatically constrain at least the

vertical positioning of components within a design space.

[0013] For example, in accordance with an implementation of the present

invention a method of automatically configuring and capturing a user's design intent

regarding the layout of furniture components within a design space based on one or

more user gestures can involve identifying the placement of a first furniture

component within a design space. The method can further involve receiving an

initial user input indicating at least one drawing start point. Also, the method can

involve receiving a subsequent user input indicating a drawing direction from the at

least one drawing start point. Additionally, the method can involve placing an

additional furniture component within the design space at a location based upon the

position of the at least one drawing start point and the drawing direction.



Furthermore, the method can involve automatically configuring an interconnection

type between the first furniture component and the additional furniture component

based upon the position of the at least one drawing start point and the drawing

direction.

[0014] Additionally, a method in accordance with an implementation of the

present invention of automatically configuring user input in a computerized

environment to automatically positioning a user's design two-dimensional design

choices of furniture components in an appropriate vertical layout within a design

space can involve receiving user input regarding the placement of one or more

furniture components at a first lateral position and a first longitudinal position within

a design space. The method can also involve identifying one or more attributes and

product parameters associated with the one or more furniture components. The

method can additionally involve receiving user input regarding the placement of an

additional furniture component at the first lateral position and the first longitudinal

position within the design space.

[0015] The method can further involve identifying one or more attributes

and product parameters associated with the additional furniture component.

Additionally, the method can involve constraining the vertical position of the

additional furniture component based at least partially upon the one or more

attributes and product parameters associated with the additional furniture component

and the one or more attributes and product parameters associated with the one or

more furniture components.



[0016] In addition to the foregoing, a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention of automatically resolving user input with

respect to furniture components in a design space so that the furniture components

are accurately depicted, arranged, and associated with appropriate assembly

components can involve identifying the placement of a furniture component within a

design space. The method can also involve displaying one or more grips about the

furniture component. Furthermore, the method can involve receiving user input

regarding the movement of the one or more grips from a default location to a new

location. Additionally, the method can involve automatically resolving the furniture

component by modifying a dimension of the furniture component to reflect a design

intent indicated by the movement of the one or more grips. Furthermore, the

method can involve automatically modifying one or more design components

adjacent to the furniture component.

[0017] Additional features and advantages of exemplary implementations of

the invention will be set forth in the description which follows, and in part will be

obvious from the description, or may be learned by the practice of such exemplary

implementations. The features and advantages of such implementations may be

realized and obtained by means of the instruments and combinations particularly

pointed out in the appended claims. These and other features will become more

fully apparent from the following description and appended claims, or may be

learned by the practice of such exemplary implementations as set forth hereinafter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



[0018] In order to describe the manner in which the above-recited and other

advantages and features of the invention can be obtained, a more particular

description of the invention briefly described above will be rendered by reference to

specific embodiments thereof which are illustrated in the appended drawings. One

will appreciate that elements of similar structures or functions are generally

represented by like reference numerals for illustrative purposes throughout the

Figures. Understanding that these drawings depict only typical embodiments of the

invention and are not therefore to be considered to be limiting of its scope, the

invention will be described and explained with additional specificity and detail

through the use of the accompanying drawings in which:

[0019] Figure IA illustrates a conceptual diagram of a user interface and one

or more components of a design software program when a user enters input into a

design space in accordance with an implementation of the present invention;

[0020] Figure IB illustrates a conceptual diagram of the user interface of

Figure IA in which the design software program interprets user input to select and

configure an interconnection type between components in the design space in

accordance with an implementation of the present invention;

[0021] Figure 1C illustrates a conceptual diagram of the user interface of

Figure IA in which the design software program interprets user input to select and

configure another interconnection type between components in the design space in

accordance with an implementation of the present invention;

[0022] Figure ID illustrates a conceptual diagram of the user interface of

Figure 1C in which the design software program automatically constrains the



vertical position of one or more components within the design space in accordance

with an implementation of the present invention;

[0023] Figure IE illustrates a conceptual diagram of a three-dimensional

user interface including a three-dimensional representation of the design space and

components of the user interface of Figure ID;

[0024] Figure 2A illustrates a conceptual diagram of a user interface and one

or more components of a design software program when a user enters input into a

design space to modify one or more of the components in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention;

[0025] Figure 2B illustrates a conceptual diagram of the user interface of

Figure 2A in which the design software program automatically resolves each

component in the design space based on user input in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention;

[0026] Figure 2C illustrates a conceptual diagram of the user interface of

Figure 2B when a user enters input into a design space to make changes to one or

more components in an original assembly and the design software automatically

populates similar changes to one or more components in a reference assembly in

accordance with an implementation of the present invention;

[0027] Figure 3 illustrates a flowchart of a series of acts in a method in

accordance with an implementation of the present invention of interpreting user

input to select and configure an interconnection type between components in a

design space;



[0028] Figure 4 illustrates a flowchart of a series of acts in a method in

accordance with another implementation of the present invention of automatically

constraining the vertical positioning of components within a design space; and

[0029] Figure 5 illustrates a flowchart of a series of acts in a method in

accordance with yet another implementation of the present invention of modifying

the dimensions of a design component within a design space.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0030] The present invention extends to systems, methods, and computer

program products configured to increase the accuracy, speed of creation, and

validity of design layouts, while also reducing dependency upon the skill of the user.

For example, one or more implementations of the present invention interpret the

starting point and direction of user input to select and configure an interconnection

type between components in the design space, and automatically populate all

applicable connectors and bracketry. Furthermore, implementations of the present

invention automatically associate product parameters and attributes to design

components, including all applicable connectors, rules, features, characteristics, and

behaviors. Based upon the components and their associated attributes and

parameters, implementations of the present invention can automatically constrain at

least the vertical positioning of components within a design space.

[0031] One will thus appreciate that because the systems, methods, and

computer program products of the present invention include design components that

include associated product attributes and parameters, a non-expert can easily and

efficiently create accurate, complete furniture design layouts. Furthermore,



implementations of the present invention can apply rules and behaviors and interpret

design intent automatically, not only providing an accurate layout, but also allowing

change at any time without rework. Implementations of the present invention can

also recognize required changes effected by user driven changes, and automatically

resolve the design layout, including required component substitutions and

dimensional changes, to help maintain validity.

[0032] Along similar lines, one or more implementations of the present

invention provide software that can recognize required changes affected by the user-

driven change, and re-solve the layout design to automatically include required

component additions, component substitutions, and/or dimensional changes effected

by the user driven design change. The design software system can change product

types (e.g., from one furniture product line to another, with its own set of

independent behaviors and product rules), and resolve to the new product and its

relative behaviors and rules. An auto-solve function in the design software system

can identify areas of conflict in the design and either solve the conflicts

automatically, or provide choices for the correction. The design software system

can also implement the selected solution automatically (e.g., once the end-user has

made a choice).

[0033] The design software system can align related components, such as

work-surfaces and wall panel dividers, on-module or along matching seams. A user

can align components generally designed in the default layout condition, or off-

module (staggered seams), by highlighting the component and moving a grip. The

user can move the grip in any direction within the behavior and rule constraints of



the product, allowing the seam placement apart from the seams of the other

component types where allowed by product behavior and rules. For auto-layout

functionality, the design software system can set particular components (e.g., work

surface) to drive the dimensions of adjacent components (e.g., wall panel divider

segments) or vice versa. In this manner, the user can determine which component is

most important to the design, and the design software system will resize related

components accordingly.

[0034] Generally, a user can create layouts in a two-dimensional plan view,

although users need not work in a linear sequential manner. In most cases, the user

is free to design in any manner they wish, and the design software system will

understand the design intent and resolve the design accordingly. Additionally,

implementations of the present invention can represent the design space in three-

dimensional graphics. Thus, a user can easily and quickly toggle between different

views or representations to gain a complete understanding of the design space and

design components therein. The design software system can create each of these

separate views using the same dataset. Thus, one will appreciate that

implementations of the present invention can eliminate the need to audit between

information sources. Furthermore, because each representation can be based on the

same dataset, the design software system can instantly and simultaneously resolve

and modify all representations.

[0035] Furthermore, through the use of an object-oriented programming

language (e.g., Java), the design software system can create programming objects for

each component, attribute, option, relationship, and behavior. The design software



system can store these objects within a single data structure. Additionally, the

design software system can cause each object, in turn, to resolve itself in the design.

The design software system can thus appropriately propagate user input at any level

of this dataset to all objects in the data structure, thereby resolving the complete

design through the resolving of each object individually. In addition,

implementations of the present invention can include a solution level programming

object, which recognizes behaviors and relationships between objects within the

design. As also discussed above, the solution-level programming object can also

resolve itself with each user input.

[0036] In particular, at any time before, during, or after design layout of any

componentry, a user can open a separate three-dimensional interface (or textual

interface, such as a Bill of Materials, Order Proposal, reports, etc.). Upon the

opening of such an interface (and dynamically in unison with additional user input),

the physical component objects can be automatically represented by three-

dimensional views, and/or via a textual depiction in the appropriate interface. These

interfaces update accordingly with each user input, as each component resolves

itself. Other non-physical component objects (e.g., a product price) will also resolve

themselves in accordance with related objects, and may or may not be represented in

one or more of the graphical or textual interfaces.

[0037] As mentioned above, implementations of the present invention can

allow non-expert users to efficiently, quickly, and accurately design a layout within

a design space. Implementations of the present invention provide specific

functionality for furniture system type (or similar) layout design. One will



appreciate, however, that a user can use the systems, methods, and computer product

programs of the present invention to create layouts of other design components, such

as for example, structural building components and functional building systems.

[0038] In at least one implementation, the system, methods, and computer

products of the present invention allow a user to select various design components

from a product menu, which the user can then add to a design space. One will

appreciate that a user can also select the design components from a product menu, or

the user can import them into the design software system from another software

program. For example, Figure IA illustrates an exemplary user interface 100 for a

design software system in accordance with an implementation of the present

invention. As shown in Figure IA, the user interface 100 can comprise a plan view

interface defined by a lateral or "x" direction and a longitudinal or "y" direction.

One will appreciate in light of the disclosure herein, that this is just one example of a

user interface of the present invention. For example, additional or alternative

implementations of the present invention can include three-dimensional interfaces

(Figure IE) and textual interfaces.

[0039] As shown in Figure IA, the user interface 100 can provide a user

with a selection portion or toolbar 102 with a list of images or icons (e.g., 104, 106).

The icons can represent components, connectors, assemblies, etc. that a user can add

to a design space. The icons can represent items that the user can place in a design

space 110 portion of the user interface 100. In at least one implementation, the icon

is a symbol representing the item. In alternative implementations, the icon can

include an image associated with the item. Thus, the icons 104, 106 can provide the



user with some initial information about the components, connectors, assemblies,

etc. that the user can add to the design space 110.

[0040] Of course, the options provided to the user are not limited to the icons

shown, necessarily. For example, the design software system can provide the user

with other options (not shown) as part of the design program for modifying or

replacing the type of component, connector, assembly, etc. In particular, the user

may make choices to change the color, material, size, texture, thickness, and so forth

of the components, connectors, assemblies, etc. Additionally, the user can change

make choices to change or replace the component, connector or assembly in its

entirety.

[0041] As mentioned previously, one or more implementations of the present

invention can help increase the accuracy and creation speed of design layouts. For

example, in addition to drawing or adding individual components (wall dividers,

cabinets, work surfaces, etc.) to the design space 110, a user can add assemblies and

subassemblies of components. For example, Figure IA shows that the user selects

the icon 104 representing a wall panel divider with work surfaces on both sides. The

design software system can treat this product or combination of products as an "idea

starter," or set of basic default component(s). The design software system can

modify the default components to the user's specific requirements later, or can

otherwise leave the default components as selected. For example, as mentioned the

user can choose an icon 104 representing a double-sided, rectangular work-surface

with a fabric covered divider panel. The user can change the work-surface substrate,

size, shape, or finish any time later, along with the height, type or finish of the



divider panel. Of course, in at least one implementation, the design software system

can apply the defaults inherent to the selected product type when in the initial layout.

[0042] Once the icon and associated product type is selected, the user can

draw a single line to represent a length, or run, of the product. For example, Figure

IA illustrates that the user draws a line from point "a" to point "b." Once the user

draws the line, the design software system can automatically populate the associated

product(s) and component(s). For example, as illustrated in Figure IA, the design

software system can automatically populate a product assembly 112a including wall

dividers 120 and work surfaces 122, on both sides thereof. The design software

system can also automatically populate all necessary connectors and bracketry to

connect and support the components of the product assembly. Thus, Figure IA

shows that the design software system can generate the necessary brackets 124 and

end supports 126 to connect and support the product assembly 112a.

[0043] One will appreciate in light of the disclosure herein that the capability

to draw or introduce an entire product assembly 112a to the design space 110 can

increase the speed at which a user can create a design layout. For example, the user

need not create each individual component in a linear fashion (i.e., first place a panel

divider, then bracketry, then work surfaces). Furthermore, the ability to create an

entire product assembly 112a can reduce or eliminate the need for a user to know

how individual parts and components (i.e., work surfaces 122 and panel dividers

120) interrelate, and which connectors and bracketry (i.e., brackets 124 and end

supports 126) are needed to connect and support the components of the product

assembly 112a.



[0044] In addition or alternatively, the user can import the design

components/assemblies into the design space 110 from a separate software program,

such as for example, a CAD program. According to some implementations of the

present invention, the design components can be resolvable software objects (as

used in object-oriented programming). As part of importing design

components/assemblies into the design space 110 from a separate software program,

implementations of the present invention can provide one or more mechanisms for

automatically and instantly rendering record-based data (e.g., linear or sequential

database entries representing graphical entities in a computer-aided drawing/design

(or CAD application, as well as correlating such data to detailed, object-oriented

entities (or "intelligent software objects"). This

translation/rendering/linking/correlating can be accomplished and mediated at least

in part through the use of one or more intermediate interface components configured

to correlate record-based changes with object entities in an object-oriented database.

[0045] In either case, as the user enters input corresponding to the

placement or importation of the product assembly 112a into the design space 110,

the design software system can receive the input and identify the components. In

particular, the design software system can identify each component's location, type,

size, relationships to other components, etc. Upon identification of the components,

the design software system can create intelligent, automatically resolvable objects

for each component that includes one or more attributes and product parameters.

For example, Figure IA illustrates an object database 115 comprising objects for



each design component and assembly (e.g., 120, 122, 124, 126, 112a) in the design

space 110.

[0046] The design software system can create and compile such objects in

virtually any object-oriented programming language, including, for example, an

object-oriented programming language such as the JAVA programming language.

No matter how created, the design software system can store the objects within a

single data structure, and resolve each object (where applicable) in the design to

conform to the given design intent. The design software system can thus

appropriately propagate user input at any level of this dataset to all objects in the

data structure consistent with the design intent, thereby resolving the complete

design through the resolving of each object individually. These programming

objects can include components (e.g., 120, 122) as well as product assemblies 112a.

[0047] As mentioned above, each object in the object database 115 can

include one or more attributes and product parameters, or reference to one or more

databases comprising information of the same. Attributes can include product

features and characteristics, such as, for example, size, shape, color, type, texture,

price, material composition, etc. Product parameters can include rules and behaviors

associated with each component. For example, the rules and behaviors can include

the type and number of connectors and bracketry need to support each component or

assembly, how the components and assemblies interact with other design elements,

applicable codes, manufacturing guidelines, and physical limitations.

[0048] Based on the product attributes and parameters associated with each

component and assembly, the design software system can aid a user in the creation



of a design layout that is both complete and accurate. For example, the design

software system can constrain the length of the product assembly 112a to correspond

with the limitations of the actual product to be manufactured and installed. If the

product components can be manufactured parametrically in nature (e.g., to any

dimensional value), the design software system will allow the user to draw the line

representing product assembly 112a to any length.

[0049] On the other hand, if the product components are incremental in

nature, such as available in 6" increments only, the design software system will only

allow the user to draw the line representing the product assembly 112a to lengths of

6" increments. In such a case, a line longer than 6" may represent many adjacent

modules of the selected product. For example, even though a work-surface product

may not be manufactured longer than 48" the user can draw a line of any length, and

the design software system will repeat and connect modules of the product together,

as shown in Figure IA.

[0050] As mentioned previously, implementations of the present invention

can aid a user in the creation of a complete and accurate design layout by

interpreting user input indicating a user's design intent for an interconnection type

between design components, and automatically populating the interconnection

between design components. For example, Figure IB illustrates that a user can

select icon 104 and draw a line to represent a length, or run, of the product. For

example, Figure IA illustrates that the user draws a line from a drawing start point

"c," along a drawing direction, to point "d." The design software system

automatically populates the product assembly 112b, including a wall dividers 120



and work surfaces 122 on both sides thereof. The design software system also

automatically populates all the necessary connectors and bracketry to connect the

product assembly 112b. Thus, Figure IB shows that the design software system

generates the necessary brackets 124 and end supports 126 to connect and support

the components of the product assembly 112b. The design software system also

automatically creates and associates objects including attributes and product

parameters with each of the components of the additional product assembly 112b.

[0051] Furthermore, based on the position of the drawing start point and the

drawing direction, the design software system can automatically determine which

type of interconnection to generate between the product assembly 112a and the new

product assembly 112b. For instance, Figure IB illustrates that the user selects a

drawing start point "c" adjacent the lateral most edge of work surface component

122a and indicates a drawing direction toward point "d" (in this case a rightward

direction). Based on this positioning of the drawing start point and the drawing

direction, the design software system automatically generates an "L-corner" joint or

interconnection between the product assembly 112a and the newly added product

assembly 112b. As shown in Figure IB, the L-corner interconnection can include an

abutment of work surfaces of the product assembly 112a and the newly added

product assembly 112b in an "L" configuration with applicable connectors,

bracketry, and supports.

[0052] As part of generating the L-corner interconnection, the design

software system, can automatically add, remove, or modify the parts and

components of one or both of the product assembly 112a and the additional product



assembly 112b to facilitate the generation of the interconnection type. For example,

Figure IB illustrates that design software program can automatically shorten the

length or run of the panel divider 120a, and can automatically divide the work

surface 122a into two separate components. This allows the generation of an L-

corner interconnection between the product assembly 112a and the additional

product assembly 112b.

[0053] Furthermore, the modifications to the panel divider 120a and the

work surface 122a also help maintain the user's design intent of having a panel

divider with work surfaces on both sides. In addition to automatically adding,

removing, or modifying design components to facilitate the generation of the

interconnection type, the design software system can also automatically populate

any necessary connectors and bracketry to form the interconnection. For example,

Figure IB illustrates that the design software system automatically populates

brackets 124 between the work surfaces 122 of the product assembly 112a and the

additional product assembly 112b.

[0054] As mentioned previously, the type of interconnection generated by

design software system can be dependent upon certain user "gestures," representing

input indicating a drawings start point and a drawing direction. For example, Figure

1C illustrates that a user draws a line (or "gestures") in such a way that flows from

drawing start point "e" near the center of the product assembly 112a towards point

"d" (or downward in this example). Based on this positioning of the drawing start

point and the drawing direction, the design software system automatically identifies

the particular gesture, and generates an angled corner interconnection between the



product assembly 112a and the newly added product assembly 112c. As shown in

Figure 1C, the angled corner interconnection can include an angled corned work

surface 128 with applicable connectors, bracketry, and supports.

[0055] In the illustrated case, the user's gesture including the placement of

the drawing starting point "e" and downward gesture toward point "d" causes the

design software system to automatically add a rounded corner work surface 129 and

an angled corner work surface 128 to facilitate the angled interconnection between

the product assembly 112a and the product assembly 112c. In addition, and as

previously discussed with respect to Figures IA and IB, the design software system

can also automatically populate any necessary connectors and bracketry to form the

interconnection using the user's gesture in Figure 1C. For example, Figure 1C

illustrates that the design software system automatically populates brackets 124

between the work surfaces 122 of the product assembly 112a and the additional

product assembly 112c.

[0056] One will appreciate that design software system's ability to generate

various interconnection types between design components based upon the gesturing

of user input (i.e., positioning of a drawing start point and drawing direction) can

increase the speed at which a user can create a design layout. For example, the user

need not remove and add the necessary individual components in a linear fashion to

create the interconnection. Furthermore, the ability to create generate various

interconnections based on user input can reduce or eliminate the need for a user to

know how individual parts and components inter-relate, and which connectors and

bracketry are needed to form a particular type of interconnection between design



components. By reducing or eliminating some dependency upon a user, the design

software system can reduce or eliminate at least some human error and help ensure

that design layouts are accurate. Additionally, by having the type of interconnection

based upon the gesturing of user input, the design software system can help ensure

that a user's design intent is maintained.

[0057] One or more implementations of the present invention can also help

increase the accuracy, speed of creation, and validity of furniture design layouts by

constraining the vertical positioning of design components. (This is in contrast to

conventional software that can require a user to input the exact vertical coordinates

of each design component.) By associating attributes and product parameters with

each design component and assembly, implementations of the present invention can

constrain the vertical placement of design components to valid locations. This can

reduce the need for the user to know exact vertical coordinates for each design

component added to the design space. One will appreciate that this can help

increase speed and accuracy of design layouts and reduce human error.

[0058] For example, Figure ID illustrates that a user can select an overhead

cabinet icon 130 from the toolbar 102. The user can then indicate the lateral and

longitudinal position of an overhead cabinet 130a within the design space 110. In

the implementation illustrated in Figure ID, the user selects and places the overhead

cabinet 130a at the same lateral and longitudinal position as the work surface 122d

of the product assembly 112c. Based upon one or more attributes and product

parameters associated with one or more of the overhead cabinet 130a, work surface

122d, the panel divider 12Od, and the product assembly 112c stored within the object



database 115, the design software system can constrain the vertical positioning of

the overhead cabinet 130a to an appropriate, real-world location.

[0059] In particular, the attributes and product parameters associated with

the overhead cabinet 130a, work surface 122d, the panel divider 12Od, and the

product assembly 112c can dictate which vertical positions are allowed or feasible

when an overhead cabinet 130a is combined with a product assembly 112c. For

instance, according to some implementations of the present invention, the design

software system can constrain the overhead cabinet 130a reference copies to a single

vertical position with the top of the overhead cabinet 130a being flush with the top

of the panel divider 12Od. In such cases, the design software system can

automatically place the overhead cabinet 130a in the allowed vertical position.

[0060] According to other implementations of the present invention, the

attributes and product parameters associated with the overhead cabinet 130a, work

surface 122d, and the product assembly 112c may dictate two or more possible

vertical locations for the overhead cabinet 130a (e.g., midway up the panel divider

12Od or flush with the top of the panel divider 12Od). In such situations where there

is no one single valid solution without further user input, the design software

system can place the component in a default position (or one of several applicable

positions), or provide an auto-solve function. For example, the design software

system can generate a warning notification, offering all possible solutions.

[0061] Furthermore, where a specific solution has been selected multiple

times, the specific solution has been set as a preferred solution, or a specific solution

is preferred due to cost, installation ease, etc., the design software system can



provide it as a default solution. For instance, if a user has selected the option to

place various overhead cabinets 130a flush with their respective panel dividers 120,

the next time the user places an additional overhead cabinet 130a, the design

software system can automatically place the additional overhead cabinet 130a flush

with its respective panel divider 120. The design software system can then prompt

the user to accept this change, or view additional possible alternative solutions. One

will appreciate that the design software system can provide an auto-solve function

not only when constraining the vertical placement of design components within the

design space 110, but also with any design decision or change that requires user

input or the selection between multiple possible solutions.

[0062] Additionally, one will appreciate in light of the disclosure herein that

upon the introduction of a new design component within the design space 110, such

as overhead cabinet 130a, each component in the design space can automatically

resolve itself. For example, upon completion of a line or placement of a component,

the design software system can automatically apply default attributes, parameters,

and options to all of the component(s). If the user introduces additional components

to the existing design, each of the intelligent software objects (including objects for

both original components and newly introduced components) automatically resolve

themselves (or themselves in conjunction with resolution of other related software

objects) in the design, providing a continuously resolved solution at all times. In

particular, if the user places the overhead cabinet 130a on a panel divider 12Od a

cantilever support on the work surface below may not provide enough stability for

the complete assembly. In such instances the design software system can



automatically introduce a C-shaped support from work surface 12Od to floor or

similar type support beneath the work surface 12Od to support the extra weight of

the overhead cabinet 130a and its potential contents. Furthermore, all of the other

design components within the design space 110 can similarly automatically resolve

themselves. For instance, the design software program can automatically reposition

or resize the panel dividers 120, connectors, etc. adjacent panel divider 12Od to

accommodate the C-shaped support

[0063] In addition, the design software system can further comprise one or

more pre-solve functions, which can provide a user feedback pro-actively, such as

when the design is being created. One will appreciate that the pre-solve function can

communicate options available, which are related to the user's design modifications.

For example, when the user adds an overhead cabinet or makes another change that

requires the modification of the size of a panel divider or other component, the

design software system can recognize as much and communicate this back to the

user. In such cases, the design software system can recognize that either the

adjacent components need to change in size, or stay the same size and move in

unison with the changing component.

[0064] According to some implementations of the present invention, if the

user wishes the adjacent items to resize, the user may not need to take further action.

For example, the design software system can recognize resizing of adjacent

components as a default. In such cases, the design software system can produce a

warning containing an indication of both solutions (i.e., resizing and repositioning),

and bold the default solution. According to some implementations of the present



invention, the user can enter input to select the default solution (e.g., press the enter

key or the R key to resize adjacent and subsequent components). If the user prefers

the adjacent and subsequent components to move, the user can select the non-default

solution by holding down a particular key (e.g., the M key to move adjacent

components), to enact the movement function or provide some other type of user

input.

[0065] While the interface 100 shown in Figures IA- ID is generally a two-

dimensional ("2D") plan view interface, the design software system can also

represent components in a three-dimensional ("3D") interface, in which the user or

the design software system can place design components and make other changes to

the design space directly. For example, the present invention can include

additional and alternative systems and methods for displaying automatically

resolved user input in two or more dimensional views in a realistic manner.

[0066] Specifically, the design software can automatically implement

changes made in a two-dimensional interface to the views in a three-dimensional

interface. This is possible at least in part since all interfaces of the software can

utilize the same database, and further since the system has already previously

rendered image information associated with each component that the user selects

within the interface 100. As such, the design software system can represent a single

dataset as two-dimensional and three-dimensional graphical representations instantly

and interchangeably.

[0067] For example, Figure IE illustrates a 3D graphical interface 114

corresponding to the 2D graphical interface 100 illustrated by Figure ID. Upon the



opening of the 3D interface (and dynamically in unison with additional user input)

the system can automatically represent the design components in 3D depiction. For

example, Figure IE illustrates that the 3D interface 114 illustrates the product

assemblies 112a, 112c created in the 2D interface 100 in a 3D rendering.

[0068] One will appreciate in light of the disclosure herein that a user can

make changes directly in the 3D interface 114 (this is in contrast to conventional 3D

rendering programs that only allow for modification in a plan view). For example,

Figure IE illustrates that a user selects the icon 132 representing a file cabinet and

indicates a desired position of a file cabinet 132a below the work surface 122d.

Upon receiving such user input, the design software system can automatically

generate the file cabinet 132a in the 3D interface 114 as shown in Figure IE. One

will appreciate in light of the disclosure herein that the 2D and 3D interfaces can

update accordingly with each user input, as each design component automatically

resolves itself. For instance, the design software system can automatically create

and resolve file cabinet 132a created in the 3D interface 114 in the 2D interface 100.

As a result, auditing between the various outputs may not ordinarily be required.

Rather, validation of the design in one view confirms accuracy of the design in the

other views as well.

[0069] Additionally, at any time before, during, or after design layout of any

componentry, a user can open a separate textual interface (a Bill of Materials, Order

Proposal, parts list, reports, etc.). The software system can further automatically

maintain an ongoing, accurate parts list that lists each design component, each

connector and bracket included in a design layout. Thus, the user can have



confidence that, should they submit an order for the three-dimensional design the

user has just made, that all diagrams, dimensions, and components submitted to any

entity with the order will be appropriate.

[0070] For example, implementations of the present invention can include

additional and alternative systems and methods for the continual generation of an

accurate parts list along with the user input, which the software system can display

in a parts list interface, and which does not need further review for correction or

additional parts before ordering. In addition to the components, modules, and

mechanisms described herein above, implementations of the present invention can

include additional or alternative components, modules, and mechanisms to help

increase the accuracy, speed of creation, and validity of furniture design layouts.

For example, each design component can include grips that allow a user to

manipulate, change, or modify the dimensions and/or shape of a design component.

The use of the grips is described herein below with reference to Figures 2A and 2B.

[0071] For example, Figure 2A illustrates a product assembly 116a

comprising panel dividers 120 and work surfaces 122 secured to one side thereof.

One will appreciate the user can create the product assembly 116a by selecting the

icon 106, and drawing a line in a manner similar to that previously described in

reference to the product assembly 112a shown and described in relation to Figure

IA. As shown in Figure 2A, the design software system can automatically populate

the panel dividers 120 and the work surfaces 122 with default dimensions and

shapes.



[0072] Figure 2A also illustrates that the design software system can display

grips 150 associated with work surfaces 122e and 122f. One will appreciate in light

of the disclosure herein that the design software system can display grips 150 for

each component within the design space 110, or one which a user highlights or

selects. As shown in Figure 2A, grips 150 can comprise boxes or other icons or

symbols placed around the outer edges of a component. A user can highlight or

select a grip 150 and move it to modify the shape or dimension of at least a portion

of the component, as described in greater detail below. The design software system

can display grips 150 in the 2D interface 110 as shown in Figure 2A. Additionally,

one will appreciate that the design software system can also display grips 150 in the

3D interface 114.

[0073] Figure 2A does not illustrate any brackets connecting the work

surfaces 122 to aid in depiction of the grips 150. As shown in Figure 2A, to modify

the dimension and/or shape of a design component, a user can manipulate or move

one or more grips 150 associated with each design component. For example, Figure

2A illustrates that a user moves grip 150a associated with work surface 122e from a

default position "f ' to a new position "g."

[0074] Upon receiving the user input moving the grip 150a, the design

software system can automatically resolve the work surface 122e to reflect the user's

design intent. For example, Figure 2B illustrates that the design software system

can automatically modify the dimensions and shape of the work surface 122e to

comprise a wave work surface reflecting the repositioning of the grip 150a.

Furthermore, the design software system can automatically resolve and make any



necessary connector and bracketry changes to support the change of the work

surface 122e. For example, Figure 2B illustrates that the design software system

automatically replaces the end support connected to the work surface 122e with an

end support 126a having increased length.

[0075] Figures 2A and 2B also illustrate that user can change the dimension

of one or more components at any time. Specifically, the user can keep the

components on-module with related components, or off-module (non-aligning

seams) as shown. In other words, the user can request that the design software

system to ensure that all components remain aligned along seams with adjacent

components (on-module), or allow a user to modify the dimensions of a design

component so it is not aligned with seams of an adjacent component (off-module).

For example, Figure 2A illustrates that each of the work surfaces 122 are on-module

or aligned with the seams of each of the panel dividers 120.

[0076] When in an off-module mode, the design software program allows

the user to change the dimensions of a work surface 122f so it is not aligned with the

seams of adjacent panel dividers 120. For example Figure 2A illustrates that a user

moves a grip 150b associated with work surface 122f from a default position "h" to

a new position "i." Figure 2B illustrates that upon receiving this user input, the

design software system automatically modifies the dimension of the work surface

122f by increasing its length. Furthermore, Figure 2B shows that the right edge of

the work surface 122f is no longer aligned with the seam 124 between the panel

dividers 12Oe and 12Of.



[0077] According to some implementations of the present invention,

adjacent components affected by the user-driven change can be updated

automatically, changing dimensionally to accommodate the user's modification

while maintaining the overall drawn line dimension. (By contrast, some

conventional programs can require the discarding and replacement of both work-

surface components, rather than the simple modification of one.) For example,

Figure 2B shows that the design software system can automatically shorten the

length of the work surface 122g to accommodate the increased length of the work

surface 122f.

[0078] Additionally, in the event off-module applications may require

different support bracketry between the work-surface and the panel divider,

implementations of the present invention can resolve the relationships and place

correct bracketry where required, such as previously described herein. (By contrast,

some conventional software programs can require the human user to replace or

change out any hardware or connectors manually.) For example, Figure 2B

illustrates that the design software program automatically inserts a cantilever support

127 to support the modified work surfaces 122f and 122g.

[0079] One or more implementations of the present invention also allow for

a user to copy and/or mirror design components and/or product assemblies. For

example, Figure 2C illustrates that upon receiving user input, the design software

system can automatically create a mirrored copy 116b of the product assembly 116a.

As shown in Figure 2C, the mirrored copy 116b can include mirrored individual

components, such as, a mirrored copy 122h of the wave work surface 122e. In



addition, the design software system can automate design change resolution to the

extent that the design software system can recognize duplicate components, and

merge them within the design and related documentation such as a Bill of Materials.

For example, Figure 2C illustrates that when the product assembly 116b is abutted

against the product assembly 116a, the design software program recognizes the

intent of the single set of panel dividers with work-surfaces on either side. In

response, the design software system automatically removes one set of panel

dividers, and thus merges the designs. In other words, as illustrated in Figure 2C,

the design software system automatically removes the redundant panel dividers 120.

[0080] Additionally, implementations of the present invention can allow for

the re-creation of reference copies from an original layout, in order to speed change

of large furniture layouts. For example, the user can copy an original grouping and

past multiple reference copies. When the user makes changes to the original, the

design software system can update all reference copies in unison. The user can

break the link between the original and reference at any time, allowing for

customization of specific groupings where required. For example, in Figure 2C the

user copies product assemblies 116a and 116b to create product assembly 116c. The

user designates the product assembly 116c as a reference copy of the combination of

product assemblies 116a, 116b. Figure 2C further illustrates when a user selects and

adds an overhead cabinet 130c to the combination of product assemblies 116a, 116b,

the design software system automatically adds a corresponding overhead cabinet

130d to the reference product assembly 116c.



[0081] Implementations of the present invention can also allow the

conversion of a design from one product line to another, and to resolve all

components, behaviors, and relationships to the design, in relation to the newly

selected product line. For example, although Product A and Product B may be

similar in nature, they may have differing dimensional constraints, interconnection

types, available finishes, etc. Similarly, Product A may even be parametric and

Product B may be incremental. Even though a design layout is created in Product A,

if the user wishes to change to Product B (either for a known requirement for the

change for simply to explore cost or other ramifications of the product line change)

the user can make the change without additional rework. Upon receiving user input

requesting the change of a design from one product line to another, the design

software system can automatically resolve the design and update all databases and

representations (e.g., 2D, 3D, textual). In particular, the design software program

can consider the underlying design lines as a schematic layout, no matter which

product is represented by the lines themselves, and thus provide system change

without rework of the design.

[0082] Accordingly, Figures 1A-2C and the corresponding text illustrate or

describe a number of components, modules, and mechanisms that can enhance the

efficiency, accuracy, and speed with which a user can create a design layout. Along

similar lines the components, modules, and mechanisms described above in relation

to Figures 1A-2C can also reduce the knowledge needed by a user to create an

accurate and complete design layout. In addition to the foregoing, implementations

of the present invention can also be described in terms of one or more acts in a



method for accomplishing a particular result. For example, Figures 3, 4 and 5

illustrate flowcharts of computer-implemented methods of creating design layouts

based on user input. The acts of these flowcharts are described below with respect

to the components and diagrams of Figures 1A-2C.

[0083] For example, Figure 3 shows that a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 300 of identifying the

placement of a first furniture component within a design space. Act 300 can involve

identifying the placement of a first furniture component added to the design space by

the user from a menu or toolbar, or identifying a first furniture component imported

into the design space from another software program. For example, Figure IA

illustrates that the design software program identifies the placement of a first

furniture component (i.e., product assembly 112a) as a user selects icon 104 and

draws the product assembly 112a within the design space 110 of the interface 100.

One will appreciate that the first furniture component need not be a product

assembly 112a, but can be an individual component, such as, for example, a wall

divider, a work surface, a bracket or other connector, a chair, a table, etc.

[0084] Figure 3 also shows that a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 310 of receiving an

initial user input indicating at least one drawing start point. Act 310 can involve

receiving input from a user that corresponds to placing, repositioning, or changing of

a drawing starting point within the design space. For example, Figure IB shows the

interface 100 of the design software program receives user input indicating the

position of a drawing start point at position "c" along the edge of the product



assembly 112a. Similarly, Figure 1C shows that the interface 100 of the design

software program receives user input indicating the position of a drawing start point

at position "e" within the center of the product assembly 112a. One will appreciate

that the method can also involve receiving user input regarding the selection of a

furniture component prior to, or in tandem with, act 310. For example, both Figures

IB and 1C show that the interface 100 of the design software program receives user

input regarding the section of icon 104 associated with a panel divider and two work

surfaces.

[0085] In addition, Figure 3 shows that a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 320 of receiving a

subsequent user input indicating a drawing direction from the at least one drawing

start point. Act 320 can involve receiving user input indicating the direction along

which the user desires to place an additional furniture component within the design

space. For example, Figures IB and 1C illustrates that the interface 100 of the

design software program receives user input regarding a drawing direction from the

at least one drawing start point (points "c" and "e" respectively) generally in a

direction perpendicular to the product assembly 112a.

[0086] Additionally, act 320 can involve receiving user input indicating a

desired length or run of the additional furniture component. For example, Figure IB

illustrates that the interface of the design software program receives user input

regarding a desired length or run from point "c" to point "d." One will appreciate

that the design software system can constrain the distance from point "c" to point



"d" based upon the attributes and parameters associated with the selected furniture

component as described in greater detail hereinabove.

[0087] Furthermore, Figure 3 shows that the method can comprise an act 330

of placing an additional furniture component within the design space at a location

based upon the position of the at least one drawing start point and the drawing

direction. Act 330 can involve automatically populating the additional furniture

component within the design space. For example, Figure IB illustrates that the

design software program places an additional furniture component (e.g., product

assembly 112b) within the design space 110 of the interface 100. Furthermore,

Figure IB illustrates that the design software program places the product assembly

112b at a location corresponding to the user input received regarding the drawing

start point (i.e., point "c") and the drawing direction (the direction generally from

point "c" to point "d").

[0088] Act 330 can also involve automatically placing all of the bracketry

and connectors needed to interconnect the additional furniture component. For

example, Figure IB illustrates that the design software program automatically places

all of the brackets 124 and end supports 126 necessary to connect and support the

work surfaces 122 and panel dividers 120 of the product assembly 112b. One will

appreciate that in the implementations of the present invention where the additional

furniture component comprises a single furniture component (a wall, a wall divider,

a work surface, a desk etc.), connectors and bracketry may not be necessary.

[0089] Figure 3 also shows that the method can comprise an act 340 of

automatically configuring an interconnection type between the first furniture



component and the additional furniture component based upon the position of the at

least one drawing start point and the drawing direction. Act 340 can involve

ascertaining the user's design intent regarding the type of interconnection desired

between the first furniture component and the additional furniture component by

interpreting the position of the at least one drawing start point and the drawing

direction.

[0090] For example, Figure IB illustrates that the design software program

automatically creates an L-corner joint between the first furniture component (i.e.,

product assembly 112a) and the additional furniture component (i.e., product

assembly 112b) by abutting the product assembly 112b against the product assembly

112a. The design software program can configure the L-corner joint based on the

location of the drawing start point "c" being adjacent the edge of the product

assembly 112a, and the drawing direction from the drawing start point toward the

point "d." Figure IB also illustrates that the design software program automatically

populates the necessary connection components (i.e., brackets 124) to secure the

product assembly 112b to the product assembly 112a.

[0091] In contrast to Figure IB, Figure 1C illustrates that the design software

program automatically creates an angled corner joint between the first furniture

component (i.e., product assembly 112a) and the additional furniture component

(i.e., product assembly 112c). The design software program can configure the

angled corner joint based on user input indicating the location of the drawing start

point "e" at or near the center of the product assembly 112a, and the drawing

direction from the drawing start point toward the point "d." Figure 1C also



illustrates that the design software program automatically populates the necessary

connection components (i.e., brackets 124) to secure the product assembly 112c to

the product assembly 112a.

[0092] Act 340 can also involve automatically adding, removing, or

modifying one or more parts or components of the one or both of the first the first

furniture component and the additional furniture component to accommodate the

interconnection type. For example, Figure IB illustrates that the design software

program modifies the length of the panel divider 112a and the work surface 122 of

the product assembly 112a against which the product assembly 112b is abutted.

Similarly, Figure 1C illustrates that the design software program adds a rounded

corner work surface 129 and an angled corner work surface 128 to facilitate the

angled interconnection between the product assembly 112a and the product

assembly 112c.

[0093] In addition to the forgoing, Figure 4 illustrates that an additional or

alternative method in accordance with an implementation of the present invention

can comprise an act 400 of receiving user input regarding the placement of one or

more furniture components at a first lateral position and a first longitudinal position

within a design space. Act 400 can involve identifying the placement of one or

more first furniture components added to the design space by the user from a menu

or toolbar or identifying a first furniture component imported into the design space

from another software program. For example, Figure 1C illustrates that the design

software program identifies the placement of one or more furniture components (i.e.,

product assembly 112c) at a first lateral position and a first longitudinal position



within the design space 110 as a user selects icon 104 and draws the product

assembly 112c within the design space 110 of the interface 100.

[0094] Figure 4 also shows that a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 410 of identifying one

or more attributes and product parameters associated with the one or more furniture

components. Act 410 can involve identifying product features and characteristics

associated with the one or more furniture components, such as, for example, size,

shape, color, type, texture, price, material composition, etc. Act 410 can also

involve identifying rules and behaviors associated with the one more furniture

components, such as, for example, the type and number of connectors and bracketry

need to support each component or assembly, how the components and assemblies

interact with other design elements, applicable codes, manufacturing guidelines, and

physical limitations. For example, Figure 1C illustrates that the design software

program can create intelligent, automatically resolvable objects for each component

that includes one or more attributes and product parameters, which the design

software program can store in an object database 115.

[0095] In addition, Figure 4 shows that a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 420 of receiving user

input regarding the placement of an additional furniture component at the first lateral

position and the first longitudinal position within the design space. Act 420 can

involve identifying the placement of an additional furniture component added to the

design space by the user from a menu or toolbar or identifying an additional

furniture component imported into the design space from another software program.



For example, Figure ID illustrates that the design software program identifies the

placement of an overhead cabinet 130a at the first lateral position and the first

longitudinal position within the design space 110 (i.e., the same lateral and

longitudinal position as the work surface 122d of the product assembly 112c).

Additionally, Figure IE illustrates that the design software program identifies the

placement of a file cabinet 132a at the first lateral position and the first longitudinal

position within the design space 110 (i.e., the same lateral and longitudinal position

as the work surface 122d and the overhead cabinet 130a).

[0096] Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that the method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 430 of identifying one

or more attributes and product parameters associated with the additional furniture

component. Act 430 can involve identifying product features and characteristics

associated with the additional furniture component, such as, for example, size,

shape, color, type, texture, price, material composition, etc. Act 430 can also

involve identifying rules and behaviors associated with the additional furniture

component, such as, for example, the type and number of connectors and bracketry

need to support the component or assembly, how the components and assemblies

interact with other design elements, applicable codes, manufacturing guidelines, and

physical limitations. For example, Figures ID and IE illustrate that the design

software program can create intelligent, automatically resolvable objects for the

overhead cabinet 130a and the file cabinet 132a that include one or more attributes

and product parameters.



[0097] Still further, Figure 4 shows a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 440 of constraining the

vertical position of the additional furniture component based at least partially upon

the one or more attributes and product parameters associated with the additional

furniture component and the one or more attributes and product parameters

associated with the one or more furniture components. Act 440 can involve

automatically resolving the vertical position of the additional furniture relative to the

other components within the design space based on the attributes and product

parameters associated with each component within the design space. For example,

Figure IE illustrates that the design software program constrains the vertical position

of the file cabinet 132a on the ground vertically below the work surface 122d.

Similarly, Figure ID illustrates that the design software program constrains the

vertical position of the overhead cabinet 130a on the wall divider 12Od, vertically

above the work surface 122d.

[0098] Additionally, Figure 5 illustrates that an additional or alternative

method in accordance with an implementation of the present invention can comprise

an act 500 of identifying the placement of a furniture component within a design

space. Act 500 can involve identifying the placement of a furniture component

added to the design space by the user from a menu or toolbar, or identifying a first

furniture component imported into the design space from another software program.

For example, Figure 2A illustrates that the design software program identifies the

placement of a furniture component (i.e., product assembly 116a) as a user selects

icon 106 and draws the product assembly 116a within the design space 110 of the



interface 100. One will appreciate that the first furniture component need not be a

product assembly 116a, but can be an individual component, such as, for example, a

wall divider, a work surface, a bracket or other connector, a chair, a table, etc.

[0099] Figure 5 also shows that a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 510 of displaying one

or more grips about the furniture component. The act 510 can involve displaying the

one or more grips about each component of a product assembly, about an entire

product assembly, or both. For instance, Figure 2A illustrates that the design

software system displays grips 150 about the work surfaces 122e and 122f.

[00100] Still further, Figure 5 shows that a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 520 of receiving user

input regarding the movement of the one or more grips from a default location to a

new location. Act 520 can involve moving a single grip or multiple grips in unison.

For example, Figure 2A illustrates that a user moves grip 150a from a default

location "f" to a new location "g." Additionally, Figure 2A illustrates that a user

moves grip 150b from a default location "h" to a new location "i."

[00101] Furthermore, Figure 5 shows that a method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 530 of automatically

resolving the furniture component by modifying a dimension of the furniture

component to reflect a design intent indicated by the movement of the one or more

grips. Act 530 can involve changing the shape of the furniture component or

maintaining a shape and increasing the size of the furniture component. For

example, Figure 2B illustrates that the design software system can modify the work



surface 122e to include a wave pattern. Furthermore, Figure 2B illustrates that the

design software system can modify the length of the work surface 122f.

[00102] Additionally, Figure 5 shows that the method in accordance with an

implementation of the present invention can comprise an act 540 of automatically

modifying one or more design components adjacent to the furniture component. Act

540 can involve adding or removing an adjacent design component, or modifying

the dimensions of the one or more adjacent design components. For example,

Figure 2B illustrates that the design software system automatically increases the

length of the end support 126a. Additionally, Figure 2B illustrates that the design

software system automatically adds a new cantilever support 127.

[00103] In view of the foregoing, one will appreciate that the components and

modules of the present invention can increase the accuracy, speed of creation, and

validity of furniture design layouts, while also reducing dependency upon the skill of

the user. For example, components and modules of the present invention can

capture product knowledge automatically rather than requiring the user to know and

remember how various products and components interact and inter-relate. This

automatic calculation and correction by the software can minimize human error,

allow for immediate design change without rework, reduce or eliminate manual

audit processes, and automate drawing and document creation processes. Such error

reduction is further enhanced not only by automated corrections, but also due to

accurate 3D validation of the design, and further allowing more sales due to the

faster time to delivery and powerful visual lure of the 3D representation.



[00104] The embodiments of the present invention may comprise a special

purpose or general-purpose computer including various computer hardware, as

discussed in greater detail below. Embodiments within the scope of the present

invention also include computer-readable media for carrying or having computer-

executable instructions or data structures stored thereon. Such computer-readable

media can be any available media that can be accessed by a general purpose or

special purpose computer.

[00105] By way of example, and not limitation, such computer-readable

media can comprise RAM, ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM, DRAM or other optical

disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other

medium which can be used to carry or store desired program code means in the form

of computer-executable instructions or data structures and which can be accessed by

a general purpose or special purpose computer. When information is transferred or

provided over a network or another communications connection (either hardwired,

wireless, or a combination of hardwired or wireless) to a computer, the computer

properly views the connection as a computer-readable medium. Thus, any such

connection is properly termed a computer-readable medium. Combinations of the

above should also be included within the scope of computer-readable media.

[00106] Computer-executable instructions comprise, for example, instructions

and data which cause a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or

special purpose processing device to perform a certain function or group of

functions. Although the subject matter has been described in language specific to

structural features and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the subject



matter defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the specific

features or acts described above. Rather, the specific features and acts described

above are disclosed as example forms of implementing the claims.

[00107] The present invention may be embodied in other specific forms

without departing from its spirit or essential characteristics. For example, one will

appreciate in light of the disclosure herein that, if desired, a user can manually

perform each step described herein as being automatically performed by the design

software system (e.g., placement, modification, addition, and removal of design

components and interconnection types). Additionally, the user can manually change

any action taken by the software system. Thus, the described embodiments are to be

considered in all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of the

invention is, therefore, indicated by the appended claims rather than by the

foregoing description. All changes that come within the meaning and range of

equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their scope.



CLAIMS

We claim:

1. In a computerized environment, a computerized method of automatically

configuring and capturing a user's design intent regarding the layout of furniture

components within a design space based on one or more user gestures, comprising

the acts of:

identifying the placement of a first furniture component within a

design space;

receiving an initial user input indicating at least one drawing start

point;

receiving a subsequent user input indicating a drawing direction from

the at least one drawing start point;

automatically placing an additional furniture component within the

design space at a location based upon the position of the at least one drawing

start point and the drawing direction; and

automatically configuring and populating an interconnection type

between the first furniture component and the additional furniture component

based upon the position of the at least one drawing start point and the

drawing direction.

2. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising automatically

populating all applicable connectors and bracketry necessary to configure the



interconnection type between the first furniture component and the additional

furniture component.

3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein initial user input indicates that the

at least one drawing start point is proximate an edge of the first furniture

component.

4. The method as recited in claim 3, further comprising automatically

generating an L-corner interconnection between the first furniture component and

the additional furniture component based upon an identified user gesture with

respect to the at least one drawing start point.

5. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein initial user input indicates that the

at least one drawing start point is proximate the center of the first furniture

component.

6. The method as recited in claim 5, further comprising automatically

generating an angled corner interconnection between the first furniture component

and the additional furniture component based upon an identified user gesture with

respect to the at least one drawing start point.



7. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising automatically removing

any duplicate components created by the interconnection between the first

furniture component and the additional furniture component.

8. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

receiving user input regarding the selection of an icon representing a

product assembly and the positioning of a product assembly within the

design space; and

automatically populating all components necessary for the product

assembly within the design space.

9. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein automatically populating all

components necessary for the product assembly further comprises automatically

identifying one or more attributes and product parameters associated with the first

furniture component and the second furniture component to identify the necessary

components.

10. In a computerized environment, a computerized method of automatically

configuring user input in a computerized environment to automatically positioning

a user's design two-dimensional design choices of furniture components in an

appropriate vertical layout within a design space, comprising the acts of:



receiving user input regarding the placement of one or more furniture

components at a first lateral position and a first longitudinal position within a

design space;

identifying one or more attributes and product parameters associated

with the one or more furniture components;

receiving user input regarding the placement of an additional

furniture component at the first lateral position and the first longitudinal

position within the design space;

identifying one or more attributes and product parameters associated

with the additional furniture component; and

automatically constraining the vertical position of the additional

furniture component based upon the one or more attributes and product

parameters associated with the additional furniture component and the one or

more attributes and product parameters associated with the one or more

furniture components.

11. The method as recited in claim 10, further comprising generating a list of

possible vertical positions at which the additional furniture component may validly

be positioned.

12. The method as recited in claim 11, further comprising receiving user input

regarding the selection of a possible vertical position.



13. The method as recited in claim 10, further comprising rendering a three-

dimensional graphical depiction of the design space, the one or more furniture

components, and the additional furniture component.

14. The method as recited in claim 10, further comprising automatically

resolving each component within the design space upon receiving the user input

regarding the placement of the additional furniture component.

15. The method as recited in claim 10, further comprising:

receiving user input requesting a change of the one or more furniture

components from a first product line to a second product line; and

automatically resolving the one or more furniture components to

correspond to the second product line by making any necessary component

or dimensional changes thereto.

16. In a computerized environment, a computerized method of automatically

resolving user input with respect to furniture components in a design space so that

the furniture components are accurately depicted, arranged, and associated with

appropriate assembly components, comprising the acts of:

identifying the placement of a furniture component within a design

space;

displaying one or more grips about the furniture component;



receiving user input regarding the movement of the one or more grips

from a default location to a new location;

automatically resolving the furniture component by modifying a

dimension of the furniture component to reflect a design intent indicated by

the movement of the one or more grips; and

automatically repositioning one or more design components adjacent

to the furniture component or modifying the dimensions of the one or more

adjacent design components.

17. The method as recited in claim 16, further comprising constraining the

movement of the one or more grips to correspond with the seams of one or more

furniture components adjacent the furniture component.

18. The method as recited in claim 16, further comprising automatically

resolving the dimensions of adjacent components to maintain a product length or

run.

19. The method as recited in claim 16, further comprising automatically

populating all necessary connectors and brackets to accommodate the modification

to the dimensions of the furniture component.



20. The method as recited in claim 16, further comprising:

receiving user input requesting the creation of a reference copy of the

furniture component;

automatically creating a furniture reference copy;

automatically resolving the furniture reference copy by modifying a

dimension of the furniture reference copy to reflect the design intent

indicated by the movement of the one or more grips.

21. The method as recited in claim 16, further comprising automatically creating

a wave work surface in response to the movement of the one or more grips.

22. In a computerized environment in which a user interface of a design program

is used to design one or more interior or exterior spaces, a computer program

product having computer-executable instructions stored thereon that, when

executed, cause one or more processors in the computerized environment to

perform a method comprising the following:

identifying the placement of a first furniture component within a

design space;

receiving an initial user input indicating at least one drawing start

point;

receiving a subsequent user input indicating a drawing direction from

the at least one drawing start point;



automatically placing an additional furniture component within the

design space at a location based upon the position of the at least one drawing

start point and the drawing direction; and

automatically configuring and populating an interconnection type

between the first furniture component and the additional furniture component

based upon the position of the at least one drawing start point and the

drawing direction.
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